
ANTIGONE MAN VS MAN

There are lots of different conflict in the first 2 scenes such as Man vs God, Man vs Law, and Man vs Himself. Man vs
God because she has to.

Antigone In the novels A Doll's House and Antigone, Ibsen and Sophocles respectively create two lead female
characters, Nora and Antigone, who confront society's expectations of women in fundamentally different
ways. In Ancient Greek times, religion was known to play a direct. He is unwilling to listen to the pleas of his
son to let Antigone live. Their fate wills them to destruction. Teiresias curses Creon and leaves. Self â€”
Ismene initially decides to not help her sister, yet claims responsibility afterward. Antigone claims her fate is
brought about by the curse of her father Oedipus. We receive further evidence that not all citizens of Thebes
are pleased with the new king. Nora goes against the grain of middle class society by first forging her father's
signature and then deceiving her husband, Torvald, throughout their marriage; Antigone, on the other hand,
openly challenges and defies the rule of men, including her A Character Comparison: Nora vs. Antigone and
the Chorus discuss the curse that has been placed on her family. This post is part of the series: Antigone Study
Guide. Antigone readily admits the crime. They are both of noble birth; they are both proud; they both endure
a mighty fall. His ninety-year life span coincided with the rise and fall of the Athenian Golden age. An
argument ensues. Antigone blames the curse for her fate. The city of Thebes had been through a war in which
Antigone and her sister Ismene have lost both of their brothers to it, Eteocles and Polyneices Divine Law Vs.
Prologue Analysis: Upon the death of Oedipus the King, his sons Eteocles and Polyneices are to rule in
alternating years. Creon becomes furious with his niece for commiting such an unforgivable crime because it
is out her place. Once this is broken, she is no longer of any use. Creon abuses his power to force others to
accept his point of view. Ex: stone sickles b. He is trying to convince his son that a woman is not worth going
against your father. As befits her, Antigone is a loving and loyal daughter and sister. Creon cannot
comprehend the crime could be done by a woman, hence the ironic statement to bring him the man. Instead of
stoning her to death, as was the decree, they simply lock Antigone in an underground tomb fortified by bricks
without giving her any food and water so she can die on her own. This enormous sense of loyalty leads to her
simultaneous violation and abidement to the duty of women at the time. He refuses to compromise or humble
himself before others especially women. The conflict arises mainly between the tragic heroes Antigone and
her uncle-in-law Creon, King of Thebes. Without the knowledge provided from the interactive orals, the play
would not have been understood as well as it is now.


